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Abstract
We use the worldline representation of the one loop fermionic ef-
fective action to obtain the vertex functions that describe mesons in a
possible string representation of the large N QCD. These vertex func-
tions are then applied to study the chiral limit of the theory. We find
that the propagator constructed from the vertex function V0, which
would describes a tachyon in the open Nambu-Goto bosonic string
theory, behaves in two distinct manner depending on how the chiral
symmetry is realized. V0 itself does not correspond to any physical
state of the theory but appears as a part of the vertex function for
the sigma. When the chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken V0 de-
scribes a massless ghost state which insures that the sigma is massive
and is no longer degenerate with the pion. We also emphasize the need
for the boundary fermions in the string representation of mesons.
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1 Introduction
The large N limit of QCD, where N is the number of colors, has provided
various useful insights as to how QCD describes the strong interactions [1].
It has also suggested the possibility of a string description of QCD [2, 3]. In
this letter we will further explore this possibility using the worldline repre-
sentation of the one loop fermionic eective action (FEA) [4]. The worldline
representation of the one loop FEA has largely been used as a tool for simpli-
fying perturbative calculation of one loop diagrams in the presence of external
elds [5]. Here we will use the worldline representation as a bridge between
the large N QCD and its string representation.
Starting from the worldline formalism we will be able to construct ver-
tex functions appropriate for describing mesons in the corresponding string
representation. An important feature of these worldline vertex functions is
that they explicitly take into account the spin degrees of freedom of the
quarks and correspondingly involve worldline fermions. Though we will be
able to construct these vertex functions without the explicit knowledge of the
underlying string theory, but the fact that these functions involve worldline
fermions implies that the string theory we seek must have boundary fermions
in its action.
In developing a string description of the strong interactions a natural
question to ask is how the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry is re-
flected in this representation [6, 7, 8]. We will study this question for the
strings describing the large N QCD and will nd that the string propagator
corresponding to a vertex function which we call V0 behaves in two distinct
manner depending on wether the chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken
or not. Interestingly the vertex function V0 would describe a tachyon in the
open Nambu-Goto bosonic strings. But for the string theory describing the
large N QCD it is not a vertex function of any physical state but appears
as a part of the vertex function that describes the sigma. When the chiral
symmetry is spontaneously broken then we will nd that V0 must describe a
massless ghost state which in turn will insure that the sigma is massive and
no longer degenerate with the pion.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we will remind ourselves
how in the large N limit the connected gauge invariant Green’s functions can
be written using the functional average over the gauge elds of the one loop
FEA. We will also in this section summarize in our notation the worldline
representation of the one loop FEA obtained in [4]. In section 3 we will con-
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struct the worldline meson vertex functions and use them to write the meson
propagators in the large N QCD. We will observe that these vertex functions
are also the vertex functions of mesons in the possible string representation
of the large N QCD. In section 4, using these vertex functions we will study
how the chiral symmetry is realized in the string description. We state our
conclusions in the nal section.
2 The Large N Limit and the Worldline
Representation
We start with the familiar observation that in the large N limit of QCD the
gauge invariant Green’s functions of quark bilinears can be obtained from the
one loop FEA averaged over the gauge elds [9, 10]. Consider the Euclidean
partition function for two quark flavors in the presence of a source for the













SYM [A] represents the Yang-Mills action for the SU(N) gauge eld A. The
fermionic part of the action, using the Feynman slash notation, is given by
O[A; Jpi; Jσ]
ab
ij = −i6@abij − im− 6Aab(x)ij − iabijJσ − abγ5Jαpi (x)αij : (2)
In writing the action for the fermionic elds we have used a; b to denote the
color indices and i; j for denoting the flavor indices. The generators of the
flavor group SUf (2) are represented by 





We have also included a flavor independent current quark mass m. A formal
integrating over the quark elds leads to
Z[Jpi; Jσ] = ZYM < expf−Γ[A; Jpi; Jσ]g >A; (4)
where ZYM is the partition function for the SU(N) gauge theory in the
absence of matter elds. Γ[A; Jpi; Jσ] is the one loop FEA. The averaging
over the gauge elds is dened by
< expf−Γ[A; Jpi; Jσ]g >A= 1
ZYM
∫
DA expf−SYM [A]g expf−Γ[A; Jpi; Jσ]g:
(5)
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A very important simplication takes place in the large N limit and we can
write Eq. (4) as
Z[Jpi; Jσ] = ZYM expf< −Γ[A; Jpi; Jσ] >Ag: (6)
Using this result we dene the connected pseudoscalar and scalar Green’s
functions as




















We will refer to above Green’s functions as propagators implying that the
long distance behavior of these two-point connected Green’s functions are
governed by the corresponding meson poles. Our strategy will be to derive
a worldline representation of these meson propagators by substituting the
worldline representation of Γ[A; Jpi; Jσ] in the above denition.
The worldline representation expresses the one loop FEA as a sum over
paths of a spin-half particle. A path being described by the bosonic co-
ordinates xµ() and the fermionic coordinates  µ(), where  parametrizes
the worldline. A worldline representation of the one loop FEA in the pres-
ence of a scalar and a pseudoscalar source has been derived by D’Hoker and
Gagne [4]. In the rest of this section we will restate their result in a notation
that will facilitate the development of the string representation of mesons in
the large N QCD.
For the task at hand which involves Green’s functions with even powers
of γ5 we will only need the worldline representation of the real part of the
one loop FEA which we will denote by ΓR[A; Jpi; Jσ]. It’s functional average
over the gauge elds in the worldline representation can be written as








 < Trf [P^ expf−S[Jpi; Jσ]g] >x,ψµ,ψ5,ψ6 (9)
where the worldline average for an arbitrary functional F [x;  µ;  5;  6] is
dened as





DxD µD 5D 6 expf−S0g
 <W[x;  µ;A] >A F [x;  µ;  5;  6] (10)
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J2pi + i µ 5@µJpi +mJσ +
1
2
J2σ + i µ 6@µJσg (12)
where a dot over a coordinate denotes a derivative with respect to the pa-
rameter  and the index  takes values from 1 to 4. The Wilson loop for a
spin-half particle, W[x;  µ;A], which we will refer to as the fermionic Wilson
loop, is dened by










where Trc denotes the trace over the color indices and Fµν is the Yang-
Mills eld strength. N [T ] in (10) is a normalization factor for the functional
integral and is given by











The operator P^ in (9) denotes the path ordering of the matrix valued ex-
pressions while Trf represents the trace over the flavor degrees of freedom. In
(10) the functional integral over the fermionic variables is related to taking
the trace over the gamma matrices. The bosonic coordinates xµ() satisfy
periodic boundary condition while the fermionic coordinates  µ() satisfy
anti-periodic boundary condition. In (10) there are additional integrals over
the worldline Grassmann variables  5 and  6 which are needed to describe
the coupling with the external sources. These variables too satises anti-
periodic boundary condition.
3 Vertex Functions for Mesons
The denition of the worldline function average, Eq. (10), shows clearly
that if there exists a string representation for the fermionic Wilson loop,
<W[x;  µ;A >A, then automatically the worldline representation of a quan-
tity transcribes into it’s string representation. This follows immediately once
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we realize that if we have a string representation for the fermionic Wil-
son Loop then by denition it’s functional average over the gauge elds,
< W[x;  µ;A] >A, is given by a sum over world-sheets whose boundary is
the Wilson loop. Thus our general denition of worldline functional average
(10) instructs us to rst sum over all the world-sheets whose boundary is the
Wilson loop and then to sum over all the boundaries. The relation between
the string representation of the Wilson loop and the string representation of
the fermionic Wilson loop has been studied in [11].
We will use this observation to obtain the string representation of the
meson propagators. The representation will only be formal for we do not
know the string theory that describes an arbitrary Wilson loop of the large
N QCD, we will simply assume that such a string theory does exist. In spite
of the formal nature of the meson propagators that we will obtain they will
provide us with useful information as to what are the vertex functions that
describe mesons in the string description of the large N QCD.
Let us rst consider the pion propagator, to obtain it’s string represen-
tation we substitute the worldline representation of the one loop FEA (9) in
the denition of the pion propagator (7) to obtain







g < V5(y1)V5(y2) >x,ψµ,ψ5,ψ6 (15)












d f µ() 5()@µ((x()− y))g : (17)
In writing the pion propagator in terms of the vertex function V5 we have
neglected a contact term that only contributes when y1 and y2 coincide, since
we will be only interested in the long distance behavior of the propagator.









using Eq. (12) for S[Jpi; Jσ] leads to it’s explicit form as
Vσ(y) = mV0(y) + V6(y); (19)
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d f µ() 6()@µ((x()− y))g : (21)
Again, as in the case of the pion, using the sigma vertex function and sub-
stituting the worldline representation of the one loop FEA in the denition
of the sigma propagator, Eq. (8), leads to







g < Vσ(y1)Vσ(y2) >x,ψµ,ψ5,ψ6 ; (22)
where we have again neglected a contact term.
What we have been able to do above is to map the interpolating elds
for mesons to geometrical quantities, the vertex functions, which are dened
in terms of the quark worldline. Our expressions for meson propagators rep-
resents a formal sum of all the planer diagrams which have one quark loop
as their boundary. There has always been a hope that some string theory
may provide a tractable way of summing the planer diagrams, Eq. (15) and
Eq. (22) expresses that possibility. Importantly, using them we could identify
the worldline vertex functions that describe mesons in the unknown string
theory that is equivalent to the large N QCD. Though it is worth remem-
bering that the vertex functions that we have obtained can only be used for
processes involving even number of pions in the leading approximation of the
large N limit. This is a consequence of the fact that they were derived from
the real part of the one loop FEA [4].
In the next section we will use these vertex functions to try and under-
stand how the phenomenon of the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry
is reflected in the string description of the large N QCD.
4 Chiral Limit in the String Representation
The idea that the pion is an approximate Nambu-Goldstone boson of a spon-
taneously broken chiral symmetry has proved to be an extremely useful
one [13]. If the large N limit is a good approximation to QCD then the
chiral symmetry should be spontaneously broken for an arbitrary large value
of N . A strong evidence in favor of this is provided by the Coleman-Witten
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theorem [12] which shows that under some reasonable assumptions not only
the chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken in the large N limit but also
the pattern of breaking is the one that is observed in nature.
Let us now see how the spontaneous breaking of the chiral symmetry con-
strains the string description of mesons in the large N QCD. For this purpose
it will be convenient to work with the momentum space vertex functions and
propagators and we will ignore the flavor index as it does not play any role
in the leading term of the large N expansion. Let us rst consider the pion




d fk: () 5() expfik:y()gg ; (23)








g < V5(k)V5(−k) >y,ψµ,ψ5,ψ6 : (24)
In the worldline functional integral we have eliminated the zero mode from
the path x(). The resulting path y() satises the condition
∫ T
0
dy() = 0: (25)
In the chiral limit the pion is a Nambu-Goldstone boson therefore it’s prop-







where the unknown function F (k2) is regular at k2 = 0. The key point is
that the pion propagator is well dened as the quark mass goes to zero and
has a pole at k2 = 0. Now let us consider the momentum space propagator
for the sigma in the chiral limit. The momentum space vertex function for
the sigma is given by
Vσ(k) = mV0(k) + V6(k); (27)








d fk: () 6() expfik:y()gg (29)
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g < Vσ(k)Vσ(−k) >y,ψµ,ψ5,ψ6 (30)
= m20(k) + 6(k); (31)
















g < V6(k)V6(−k) >y,ψµ,ψ5,ψ6 (33)
In writing Eq. (31) we have used the fact that the cross terms
< V6(k)V0(−k) >y,ψµ,ψ5,ψ6= 0 (34)
because the integrand is odd in  6(). Next we notice that pi(k) and 6(k)
are identical for the right hand side of Eq. (33) is identical to the right hand
side of Eq. (24) apart from a trivial relabeling of the integration variable  6
as  5, thus
pi(k) = 6(k): (35)
This immediately gives us a relation ship between the sigma and the pion
propagator
σ(k) = m
20(k) + pi(k); (36)
Let us consider Eq. (36) in the chiral limit. The rst thing we notice is that
0(k) cannot have a smooth limit as the current quark mass goes to zero,
otherwise pion and sigma will become degenerate and that will violate our
assumption of the spontaneous breaking of the chiral symmetry. In fact, we
know from the phenomenology of the strong interactions that the sigma must







where the unknown function H(k2) is regular at k2 = 0. In other words when
the chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken the state corresponding to the
vertex function V0 is a massless ghost state. We note that V0 by itself does
not correspond to any physical particle. It only appears as the part of the
sigma vertex function. It is interesting to note that the vertex function V0
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describes a tachyon in the bosonic open string theory dened by the Nambu-
Goto action [14], but in the string theory equivalent to the large N QCD it
must describe a massless ghost state and not a tachyon. Optimistically we
can take this as a hint that the tachyon has disappeared because the large
N QCD correctly identies the ground state of the theory, namely the one
in which the chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken.
We are now in a better position to understand Eq. (36) which seems to
suggest that in the absence of quark mass the pion and sigma propagators
are identical. In particular it seems to imply that the pion and the sigma
have identical mass. This indeed would be the case if the chiral symmetry
was not spontaneously broken (see for e.g [15].) If the chiral symmetry is
spontaneously broken then one has to study the relation (36) in the limit
of the current quark mass m going to zero. Our analysis revels that in this
phase m20(k) does not vanish as m tends to zero. The pion and the sigma
are no longer degenerate. By the same account if the chiral symmetry was
not spontaneously broken then m20(k) should vanish in the limit ofm going
to zero.
All these considerations are true only in the leading approximation to
the large N expansion. The corrections to the leading term of the large N
expansion would include planer diagrams with more than one quark loop and
they are beyond the formalism developed in this paper. This is unfortunate
because we know from the large N analysis of eta [16, 17] that the correc-
tions to the leading term can can often change the qualitative nature of the
analysis.
5 Conclusions
The large N expansion of QCD has given surprisingly many unique insights
as to how QCD describes the strong interactions. They are surprising because
they are obtained without being able to calculate even the leading term of
the large N expansion. In the present paper we have written these leading
terms as a functional integral over the quark worldline together with suitable
worldline vertex functions. Our motivation for this was to use the worldline
formalism as an intermediate step towards the string description of the large
N QCD. In doing so we found that the worldline vertex functions for mesons
are also the vertex functions for mesons in their string representation. So
even though we are no closer to the string theory that is describes the large
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N QCD we at least know what are the vertex functions for mesons in that
elusive theory. An important feature of these vertex functions is that they
involve the worldline or the boundary fermions. Thus the string theory that
we seek must have at the least boundary fermions, and plausibly even world-
sheet fermions with some kind of world-sheet supersymmetry as suggested
by Polyakov [18].
Using these vertex functions we were also able to get some hint as to
how the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry is reflected in the string
description of the large N QCD. In the spontaneously broken phase of the
large N QCD the vertex function which would have described a tachyon
in the Nambu-Goto open strings, instead describes a massless ghost state.
Reassuringly, we also saw that this does not do any violence to the theory,
this vertex function by itself does not represent any particle of the theory
but is a part of the vertex function that describes sigma. The occurrence
of the ghost state simply insures that the sigma is massive when the chiral
symmetry is spontaneously broken.
There has always been an intuition that once the correct ground state of
a string theory is identied then there should be no tachyons in it, for the
strings describing the large N QCD this indeed seems to be the case.
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